The True Treasure
Given the improved conditions in Hong Kong’s
retail market combined with a higher number of
visitors from Mainland China, Tse Sui Luen
Jewellery (International) Limited (“TSL Jewellery” or the “Company”, together with its
subsidiaries the “Group”, HKSE stock code:
417), recorded a net profit of HK$49.4 million
for the 13 months ended 31 March 2018 (the
“Period”), representing a significant surge by
113.2% when compared to the 12 months
ended 28 February 2017 (“Year 2016/17”). Its
turnover amounted to HK$4,137 million, up by
21.3% when compared to Year 2016/17.
Earnings per share for the Period was 20.0 HK
cents. The total dividend per share for the
Period amounted to 9.4 HK cents, which is
equivalent to a dividend payout ratio of 47.0%
on a 13-month basis.
Promising sales performance in Hong Kong
and Macau markets
Sales turnover of the retail businesses in Hong
Kong and Macau for the Period rose by 19.5%,
which was driven by a reinvigorated market
environment and the increased number of
tourists visiting from Mainland China. The
same store sales growth of retail chain stores
in Hong Kong, other than those at Headquarters, was 19.0%. As a result of the gold product
promotions and enrichment of product assortments, the average amount per invoice
increased promisingly by 20.3%.

future store openings are expected to keep its
pace in Chinese cities including some major
ones, with further 100 stores on track to open
over the next two years. Moreover, to adapt to
a shift of the consumers’ shopping pattern, the
Group is repositioning its retail network to
focus more on shopping malls instead of
department stores. Encouragingly, during this
transition, the Group achieved a 10.4% same
store sales growth, including a 13-month
effect. Meanwhile, the e-business arm also
posted a revenue growth at 33.8%.
Looking ahead, Mrs. Annie Tse, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of the Group,
anticipated that domestic consumption and
spending from visitors will maintain the steady
growth momentum of the jewellery retail
market in Mainland China whereas the market
in Hong Kong will keep on progressing in an
L-shape recovery with a positive outlook. “To
grasp the opportunity arising under current
market conditions, we will continue to enrich
our product assortments and the customer
experience in our retail stores, and to invest in
developing the younger generation market,”
Mrs. Tse said.

Mainland China market remains growth
engine
In Mainland China, the Group’s self-operated
stores – accounting for 39.3% of its turnover –
continued to be the growth engine. Due to an
expansion opportunity brought by the rising
(from Left) Mrs. Annie Tse, Chairman and CEO and
demand for daily jewellery products and the Ms. Estella Ng, Deputy Chairman, CSO and CFO
continuing emergence of the middle class,

The 12 Treasures: Brings Unconventional acquired through extensive training in
East-Meets-West Designs to Life
craftsmanship in Switzerland. The craftsAdhering to the brand positioning of "Trend- men portrayed the features of the treasures
setting Craftsmanship", TSL Jewellery is using different techniques such as separatpoised to bring more international perspec- ing into different components for detailed
tives into their jewellery designs and the latest polishing to heighten the effect of three-diattempt was the launch of its new collection – mensionality in the ears, mouths, and tails.
The 12 Treasures – under The Signature The detailed hand carving and moveable
Collection, featuring a trendsetting reinterpre- parts demonstrate the Group’s uncomprotation of the Chinese zodiac that injected mising dedication to perfection in jewellery
modern French elements into traditional making. The designs of the collection are
Chinese designs to amalgamate the essence distinctive and extraordinary, which is
perfect for both special events and daily
of Western and Chinese cultures.
wear, breaking preconceptions in a
The 12 Treasures are collaboratively
modernist and minimalist style.
designed by TSL Jewellery and the renowned
French jewellery designer Isa Parvex who is
known for her avant-garde and fashionable
designs. After lots of research about the
characters of animals and Chinese culture,
Isa was inspired to use geometric lines to
depict the different characters and symbolisms of each zodiac creature, representing
unique positive energy. To demonstrate the
uniqueness of the collection, the Group envisages a magical Wanderland to present the
The 12 Treasures are collaboratively
artistic 12 symbols of the Chinese zodiac designed by TSL Jewellery and renowned French
from a fresh perspective.
jewellery designer Isa Parvex
Striving for the exquisite craftsmanship, the
designs have been realized by the TSL
Jewellery team with their superior skills

Q: What are reasons for the
decrease in the Group's
gross profit margin during the
Period?

The Group’s franchising business in Mainland China
expanded during the Period, lifting the proportion of
wholesale business which bears lower gross profit and
slightly weighting down the overall gross profit margin. In
addition, the rise in the percentage of gold product in total
sales was another factor behind the drop. However, the
Group's gross profit margin remained higher than its
peers in the market.

Q: When will the new official The Group has launched its new official website for mobile
website be launched and what users in Mainland China in June 2018 to complement the
existing online channels and boost the O2O effect. The
will its expected effect be?

Group firmly believes the online business will maintain its
growth and ultimately contribute a substantial and sustainable source of new revenue. It is observed that shoppers
have become more accustomed to and comfortable with
the online consumption model over recent years, so the
Group will continue to invest in this business to take
advantage of the changing trend in consumer behaviour.
Nevertheless, we expect the sales proportion of e-business to remain at its current level as the Group’s total
turnover will continue to grow, fuelled by organic growth
through new store openings.

